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Sir,

A lot of confusion exists in daily practice regarding the
terminology of vascular anomaly diagnosed in infants!

Hemangioma is a vascular tumor and it is NOT a vascular
malformation!

Figure 1. Case 1: Ulcerated hemangioma on the scalp in a 2month old female child;
Figure 2. Case 2: Congenital vascular malformation on the face (type capillary malformation);
Figure 3. Case 3: Congenital vascular malformation on the inferior limb (type venous malformation);
Figure 4. Case 4: Small hemangioma on the face in a 4month old female child.
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We present 4 cases just to express the importance of the
differential diagnosis of these two entities with great impact on
clinical practice (Fig. 1 - 4).
In French literature there is the terminology of “angiomes
cutanés”(cutaneous angiomas) that includes both hemangiomas
and vascular malformations. The persistence of using this
medical term creates confusions among physicians of different

Tumors
Haemangioma
Other tumours

specialties and within member of the families.
Also the name “angiome plane” (plane angioma) is still widely
used to describe capillary malformations.
It is of great importance to clearly delineate hemangiomas from
vascular malformations based on origin, pathogenic mechanisms,
clinical aspect, with impact on therapeutic approach, follow-up
and evolution (Tabl. I).

Vascular malformation
Capillary malformation (CM)
Lymphatic malformation (LM)
Venous malformation (VM)
Arterio-venous malformation (AVM)

Table I. International Society for the Study of Vascular Anomalies. Classification of vascular
anomalies, 1996 [1].

For a more clear delineation of hemangiomas and vascular
malformations a few practical criteria are summarized in Table
II, just to be of great help in front of a vascular anomaly seen in
an infant or child.
A few hints are important to sustain the diagnosis of

hemangioma: onset in early neonatal period, more frequent than
vascular malformations, most seen in girls, with a “self-limited”
evolution, diagnosis based on clinical aspect and spontaneous
resolution.

Hemangioma
appears in the early neonatal period

Vascular malformation
presents at birth

incidence of 2-3% in newborns and 10% by the end of first incidence of 1.2% [7]
year of life [6]
sex ratio: female/male is 3-5:1

sex ratio: equal

has a growth cycle with two phases [1]:
continues to grow at a rate proportional with the growth rate of
· rapid growth induced by proliferation
the body, with no involution
· slow regression induced by involution of hemangioma by the
age of 5-10 (in great majority of cases)
or three phases [4]:
· rapid proliferating phase (0-1year)
· involuting phase (1-5 years)
· involuted phase (5-10 years)
“self-limited“ tumor spontaneous regression can occur with “self-perpetuating” embryologic tissue with malformed vessels
or without sequels: telangiectases, scars, anetoderma or [5]
epidermal atrophy, hypopigmentation and/or redundant skin never involutes
[3]
is a vascular tumor: endothelial cells proliferation

vascular abnormalities due to defects of embryogenesis
(vasculogenesis/angiogenesis) with two subtypes:
· extratruncular-the defect appears during earlier stage of
embryogenesis (before formation of vascular trunk)
· truncular - embryogenetic defect is produced later [2]

the absence of recurrence phenomenon

recurrence can occur in extratruncular forms due to persistence of
mesenchymal cells (angioblasts) that can proliferate triggered by
trauma, pregnancy, surgical interventions

Duplex sonography and/or MRI in case of deep hemangioma Duplex sonography and MRI attest the malformations
mimicking vascular malformation
Table II. Differences between hemangiomas and vascular malformations [1].
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